Diffractive optics are used to create low-and high-order Laguerre-Gaussian ͑LG͒ beams from the output of a diode laser. We examine the mode purities, conversion efficiencies, extinction ratios, and propagation characteristics. We present detailed analyses of the beam profiles for one low-order (LG 0 1 ) and one high-order (LG 1 2 ) Laguerre-Gaussian mode. Modeling the LG 1 2 beam as a superposition of LG modes, we find (99.3 Ϯ0.9%) of the laser intensity in the LG 1 2 mode, a mode purity greater than for LG beams created by other methods external to the laser cavity. The high mode purity may be useful in making atom traps for precision measurements and for Bose-Einstein condensation. Laser beams propagating in Laguerre-Gaussian modes are of considerable interest due to their characteristic phase singularity, orbital angular momentum, and multiply connected topology. Laguerre-Gaussian beams (LG p ᐉ ) describe a set of propagation modes where the equation for the radial electric field is proportional to the product of a Gaussian and an associated Laguerre polynomial L p ᐉ . When ᐉ is greater than zero, the electric field has an azimuthal phase change of 2ᐉ, which results in a phase singularity in the field and a node in the intensity at the center of the beam.
Laser beams propagating in Laguerre-Gaussian modes are of considerable interest due to their characteristic phase singularity, orbital angular momentum, and multiply connected topology. Laguerre-Gaussian beams (LG p ᐉ ) describe a set of propagation modes where the equation for the radial electric field is proportional to the product of a Gaussian and an associated Laguerre polynomial L p ᐉ . When ᐉ is greater than zero, the electric field has an azimuthal phase change of 2ᐉ, which results in a phase singularity in the field and a node in the intensity at the center of the beam.
These beams are used as optical tweezers for macroscopic particles, where the transfer of orbital angular momentum leads to rotation in a direction determined by the helicity of the beam ͓1,2͔.
LG beams are used to write optical waveguides in atomic vapors ͓3͔, and the vortex nature of these beams is exploited in the study of optical solitons ͓4͔. These types of laser modes also produce atom traps. Magneto-optical traps ͑MOT's͒ have been demonstrated using a combination of LG 0 1 ͑donut-mode͒ beams and very weak Gaussian beams ͓5͔. The construction is similar to a traditional MOT with the exception that the light intensity at the center is much weaker. This leads to an increase in the number of trapped atoms due to a decrease in collisions between ground-state and excited-state atoms that lead to trap loss. LG beams are also used for optical dipole traps ͓6͔. In a dipole trap, a laser tuned to a frequency lower than an atomic resonance transition frequency ͑red detuned͒ attracts atoms to the region of maximum light intensity, while a laser tuned above resonance ͑blue detuned͒ attracts atoms to minimum intensity regions. Blue-detuned dipole-force traps constructed from LG beams confine atoms to the nodes in intensity where they spend most of the time in the dark. This arrangement can trap a larger number of atoms than that achieved with traditional red-detuned dipole-force traps ͓6͔. Confining atoms in the intensity nodes minimizes effects such as photon absorption and ac Stark shifts, which is important for precision measurements. While previous experiments confine atoms in the center of a donut-mode beam, there is considerable interest in high-order LG beams as toroidal traps for Bose-Einstein condensates ͓7,8͔. Confinement of multiple condensates in the concentric, multiply connected traps formed by high-order LG modes allows observation of vortices by matter-wave interference ͓8͔.
For a laser beam propagating along the z axis, the magnitude of the electric field of an LG p ᐉ mode ͑setting zϭ0 and assuming a planar wave front͒ is given by ͓9͔
where P is the power, w is the laser beam waist ͑which is a function of z), and L p ᐉ is a Laguerre polynomial that gives the characteristic pϩ1 radial nodes. The e Ϫiᐉ term identifies this as a vortex state with a quantized 2ᐉ azimuthal phase change of the electric field, and a well-defined angular momentum of ᐉប per photon ͓10͔. When ᐉϭpϭ0, the beam is Gaussian. Figure 1 contains sample charge-coupled device ͑CCD͒ camera images of cross sections of LG beam intensities ͑given by u*u) and shows the qualitative features of the intensity distributions for several modes.
While LG modes can be produced inside the laser cavity ͓11͔, or by subsequent conversion from Hermite-Gaussian beams ͓10,12͔, the use of diode lasers requires externalcavity conversion from Gaussian to LG propagation modes. Previously demonstrated external-cavity methods include spiral phase plates, computer generated holograms, and diffractive optics. Spiral phase plates are transmission optics whose thickness varies to create an azimuthally dependent phase delay. This can convert a Gaussian beam into a LG p ᐉ beam, as well as convert between any two LG p ᐉ modes ͓13,14͔. A more common method uses computer generated holographic gratings ͓15-17͔. Computer generated holograms are recordings of the theoretical interference pattern between the electric field of the LG mode of interest and a reference field, commonly a plane wave ͓18͔. Most studies using computer generated holograms transform Gaussian beams into LG 0 ᐉ , donut modes. For pϭ0, an incident Gaussian beam is broken into diffractive orders, the LG 0 ᐉ beam being in the ᐉth diffractive order. The gratings are designed to put optimum power in the desired mode, achieved with conversion efficiencies of ϳ40% ͓16͔. While higher-order, pϭ " 0, modes have been demonstrated using computer gen-erated holograms ͓16͔, they cannot create pure LG modes. In this case, each diffractive order of a specific ᐉ is a superposition of all p modes. Arlt et al. ͓16͔ show that the theoretically best possible mode purity for a LG 1 1 beam has 80% of the intensity in the p mode of interest. They achieve this experimentally with a conversion efficiency of 40%.
We constructed Laguerre-Gaussian laser beams using diffractive optics in collaboration with the research department of Diffractive Optics Corporation ͑DOC͒. DOC uses state-ofthe-art photolithographic techniques to etch small scale structures on an optical element. A laser wave front incident on the optic diffracts from the microstructures. These new wave fronts propagate, and the resulting beam profile is the superposition of the diffracted waves. Using two diffractive optics to control the intensity and the phase, an arbitrary final wave front can be created at a specific propagation distance from the second optic, given an arbitrary initial wave front. There is no fundamental limit to the mode purity of beams created with this method; it is only limited by the resolution of the lithographic techniques used to etch the diffractive optics. Using these optics we created LG 0 1 , LG 1 2 , LG 2 3 , LG 0 5 , and LG 1 10 laser modes. Images of intensity cross sections for these beams are pictured in Fig. 1 . Khonina et al. have also made diffractive optics to generate Laguerre-Gaussian laser beams, and they present CCD images of the beams in Ref.
͓19͔.
500 mW of single-frequency laser power at 780 nm is produced by an external-cavity diode laser and amplifier in the master oscillator power amplifier ͑MOPA͒ configuration. The astigmatic output of the MOPA is symmetrized by beam shaping optics and passed through an optical diode to prevent back reflections. The beam is inserted into a singlemode fiber to spatially filter the beam, and we routinely obtain ϳ10 mW of laser light exiting the fiber in a pure Gaussian laser mode. Since very little power is required for these studies, we do not optimize the coupling into the fiber. With a telescope, we produce a collimated beam with an e Ϫ2 beam radius of 0.5 mm set by the size of the etched portion of the optics. The beam is directed through two diffractive optics held on either end of a specially designed mount. The mount is a hollow aluminum cylinder, 15 mm long, 25.4 mm outer diameter, and 12.7 mm inner diameter, through which the beam passes. On each face of the cylinder are pins to fix the orientation of the optics. This cylinder is placed in a 1 in. optic mount and fixed to a 2D translation stage, which together allow control of both the position and angle of the optics relative to the laser beam. These optics must be placed 15.0Ϯ0.2 mm apart and have a relative tilt angle of less than Ϯ3 arc min along any axis. These specifications were determined by DOC, and the orientation must be optimized for best mode purity. The optics are designed to create the desired image 15 mm from the second optic and have a wavelength range of Ϯ10 nm.
Samples of unoptimized beams showing the general features of LG p ᐉ modes are in Fig. 1 , where the images are taken using a low-resolution CCD camera in conjunction with a frame grabber and PC coordinated through LABVIEW. The intensity scale is in arbitrary units. Figures 1͑a͒ and 1͑d͒ are images of the LG 0 1 and LG 0 5 beams, each showing the expected one central node. The node of the LG 0 5 beam is qualitatively different from that of the LG 0 1 beam, since the intensity at the center of a LG p ᐉ mode scales as r 2ᐉ ͓Eq. ͑1͔͒. Figures 1͑b͒ and 1͑e͒ are images of the LG 1 2 and LG 1 10 beams, each with one rϭ " 0 node in addition to the center node. Once again, there is a proportionally larger region of near-zero intensity at the center of the LG 1 10 beam. As also seen in the figure, for each set of modes with the same p, but different ᐉ, the width of the annular intensity ring is narrower for the beam with higher ᐉ. Consequently, the peak intensity is larger. Figure 1͑c͒ is an image of a LG 2 3 laser beam with multiple rϭ " 0 nodes. Figures 1͑a͒-1͑c͒ show additional rings around the outside of the beams and are due to diffraction from the outer edge of the optic. These extra rings diverge very quickly as the LG beam propagates and are no longer observed further down the beam path.
The conversion efficiency, the ratio of the power in the LG mode of interest to the power of the incoming Gaussian beam, is a figure of merit for LG beam creation. In principle, LG modes created intracavity or by using high-order Hermite-Gaussian modes do not suffer from conversion losses in this sense. However, the requirement that the laser operate in a higher mode decreases gain. A comparable figure of merit for these systems would be the ratio of LG mode power to the power possible in the fundamental mode of the laser. Computer generated holograms have a demonstrated conversion efficiency of 78% for LG 0 1 ͓16͔ and 40% for higher-order beams. Using a power meter before and after the diffractive optics, we measure conversion efficiencies of greater than 40% for our LG 0 1 beam and greater than 60% for the higher-order modes.
A primary consideration for methods of LG beam construction is the resulting mode purity: the degree to which the intensity pattern reproduces the theoretical mode. This becomes an important issue for pϭ " 0 beams made from computer generated holograms because beams that correspond to a particular value of ᐉ are a superposition of all p values. To quantify this, Arlt et al. ͓16͔ took the total intensity in the diffraction order of interest and measured the percentage of the intensity in the specific p mode desired. They fitted the intensity distribution to a function given by f * f , where f ϭ ͚ p c p u p ᐉ , u p ᐉ is given by Eq. ͑1͒, and c p are numerical coefficients. The figure of merit is then c p o 2 , where p o is the desired mode. They fitted data for LG 1 1 beams using amplitude terms up to pϭ3. They were able to obtain a LG 1 1 beam with c 1 2 Ӎ0.8, matching the maximum theoretical value for beams created with computer generated holograms ͓16͔.
An accurate radial intensity distribution is necessary to determine the mode purity. We first create the beams as described above. Then, to optimize the beam quality, we place a CCD camera near the optimum image plane and adjust the position and angle of the optics to improve the observed image. Because the CCD camera does not provide sufficient signal to noise, we use a 10 m pinhole on a translation stage to measure the intensity. We place the pinhole in the optimum image plane of the optics and focus the transmitted light onto a photodiode with amplifier circuit. We find the positions corresponding to the maximum intensity of the LG beam both vertically and horizontally, and the center is taken to be the midpoint between these positions. We obtain a 1D intensity versus radius distribution by measuring the output of the photodiode circuit with the pinhole starting at the center of the beam and moving radially outward. The background due to scattered laser light and ambient room light is found and subtracted from the data. We find that the dominant sources of errors are introduced into the experiment in the initial setup; including uncertainties in alignment optimization, placing the pinhole at the image plane, and determining the center of the beam. To randomize these errors, we make many independent alignments and measurements of the intensity distribution, and compute the average and standard deviation at each position. Figure 2 shows the measured radial intensity distribution for the LG 1 2 beam, and Fig. 3 shows the data for the LG 0 1 beam. To compute a figure of merit for our mode purity, we analyze our data in a manner similar to that of Ref. ͓16͔ by fitting to a superposition of p modes and minimizing 2 , the reduced 2 ͓20͔. Even though we do not expect our beams to be a superposition of p modes, we let nonzero amplitudes of the other p modes account for any systematic errors. Using MATHEMATICA, we begin by fitting our data to a pure LG p ᐉ mode, plotting contours of 2 , and finding the minimum. If the result is greater than 1, we add another term in the expansion and again minimize 2 . We continue to add terms until 2 no longer decreases. For each fit we require ͚ p c p 2 ϭ1. We find quantitatively that this model is a good choice for our data as the final 2 is nearly 1. Because an advantage to trapping atoms in blue-detuned laser fields is that they spend most of the time in regions of low laser intensity, an important quality of LG beams is how dark the nodes are. A figure of merit of this characteristic is the extinction ratio: the ratio of the peak intensity to the intensity at the center. We measure extinction ratios of (3.3 Ϯ0.8)ϫ10 Ϫ2 for the LG 1 2 beam and (2.5Ϯ0.8)ϫ10 Ϫ2 for the LG 0 1 beam. In fact, as seen in Figs. 2 and 3, our beams vary from the theoretical curve mostly where the intensity is supposed to go to zero. This may be a concern for some applications, such as precision measurements. To our knowledge a study of the extinction ratios of LG beams obtained by other methods has not been done, and would be of considerable interest. Table I shows a comparison of our results with the available data published on LG modes created using methods external to the laser cavity.
To further explore the practical application of these beams as atom traps, we consider their propagation characteristics. Although the initial beam is transformed through diffraction over 30 mm, the resulting LG modes maintain their qualitative shape over significant distances due to the vortex nature of the beams. Figure 4 shows a LG 0 1 beam at various distances from the image plane. The beam diverges as it propagates, and there is some distortion in the beam quality. At 75 mm ͓Fig. 4͑a͔͒, there is a prominent extra ring around the central node. This is due to light diffracting from the outer edge of the optic itself, similar to that observed in Figs. 1͑a͒-1͑c͒. These diffraction rings diverge more rapidly than the LG beam, and at 200 mm the extra ring is no longer visible. The general feature of an LG 0 1 beam, the central node, is maintained as the beam propagates. Figure 5 shows CCD images of a LG 2 3 beam as it propagates from the image plane. Again, as the beam diverges, the multiple radial nodes of the beam are preserved. The relative peak intensities of the antinodes change as a function of propagation distance. Additionally, an azimuthal asymmetry in peak intensity appears, and then increases as the beam propagates. While the mode purity can be recaptured by imaging, it may not be necessary if only general features of the beam are required.
We use diffractive optics to create low-and high-order Laguerre-Gaussian diode laser beams with mode purities greater than 90%, superior to those of other external-cavity methods. The beams have conversion efficiencies comparable to those in other techniques and extinction ratios of ϳ10 Ϫ2 . The beams maintain their qualitative features over distances greater than 200 mm from the image plane of the optics. Because of the good mode purities, these beams should be useful in making atom traps. This work was supported by The Research Corporation, Digital Optics Corporation, and the University of Oklahoma.
